
	

Mrs Green’s History VE Day Challenge 
 

  
 
 

Follow the link below to 
watch a BBC Teach clip 
explaining VE day. The 

clip is aimed at KS2 
children so EY/KS1 

parents you many want 
to view it prior to 
sharing with your 

child(ren). 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/t

each/class-clips-
video/history-ks2-ve-

day/z7xtmfr 
 
	

Following your own historical enquiry on VE Day explore how 
VE Day is remembered by those who were there. 

 
Begin by using the BBC teaching clip to provide an explanation of VE Day and then use the 
sources of evidence to discuss how those who were there would/do remember VE Day. 
 
I have provided three sources of evidence for you to explore including two photographs 
and a recording of Winston Churchill’s speech to the nation. I have added some questions 
to help focus your line of enquiry. 
 
You could also use the knowledge mat included, the internet or if you have a 
relative/family friend who has VE day within their living memory maybe you could phone 
them and ask them to share their personal experiences of VE day. My nan was primary 
school age during the second world war and still has her gas mask that she carried to 
school every day.  
 
Your findings can be presented in whichever way suits you best - be that using PowerPoint, 
a non-chronological report, a recording of you explaining your findings or a drawing. 
	



	

 
 

Listen to Winston Churchill's speech to the nation on the link below. 
https://winstonchurchill.org/resources/speeches/1941-1945-war-leader/to-v-e-crowds/ 
 
	

Source 1 Source 2 

Source 3 

Why are there very few 
men in the photograph? What are the children 

holding and why are they 
holding them? 

 

What can you see in the 
background of the 

photograph? 

Where is this photograph 
taken? 

Why do you think the people in the 
photograph are wearing smart 

clothes? 

Why can you hear the 
crowd cheering? 

We hear Winston Churchill say 
the words victory and freedom. 
How do you think these words 

made the nation feel? 


